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ABsrRAcr

The crystal stiucture of a sample of OH-deficient gem-quality uvite, - (tourmaline),

ns.17Na0.a0cao.a3Mgr.rdlr:rc.6.oul(Als.rAlgo.ncr;.0dsi5.e8o6(Bo3)3oH33uo0.6qe [cr* = cr + Ti + v + Fe] has been refined

to"in n-iiiO"i'6f t.t7J Udlh .iilttf4-6Use;iC (5il n:necdons measured with MoKct X-radiation. Unit-cell paftrmeters

ueaL5.9l7(2),c7.189(X) ]vVtSll .Z@)N,nZm,Z=3,D(calc)-3.036gcm-3.Thecrystalusedinthecol lect ioaofthe
intensity data was nalyzedby electron microprobe, and HrO was determined by (mJ Fischer tination. F was not detected.

The OH content of l.Zt ap1u (anions per f&muta unit) is significantly less !!an the ideal monovalent anion content of

4 apfu. T|ne H atom associaGd with the-O(3) (=OlI) anion was located on a difference-Fourier map, whereas no significant

dediry was found in the vicinity of the O(1) site, in accord with the OH content determined by chemircal analysis. There

is signincml 149-41 disorder ovei the t and Z sites, and site populations were determined from mean bond-length - constifirent-

catijn-radius relations. The O(l) site-population is O6.6e(OH)e31, and of key inportance is the mechanism by which short-range

bond-valence requirements are satisfie,rl around both-ij2- and bH- at this site. The O(1) site lies on a 3-fold axis, and the O(l)

anion is bonded ooly to thto 7 cations. Where O(1) = O2-, the anion is bonded to 2 Al + Mg; where O(l) = OH-, the anion is

bonded to 3 Mg. Tft indivi{ual bond-lengths'needed for complete bond-valence satisfaction around O(1) average to glve the

observed f*O(l) bondlength in this crystal, supporting these assignments.

Keywords:tourmatine, uvite, hydroxyl-deficient, ordering, short-range order, crystal structure.

Somaane

Nous avons atrind la structure d'un cristal d'uvite (tourmaline) gernme d6ficitaire en OH,

ns.17Na0.aoca0.*rpg'oAlprCri.mj(al.rolvlA.ncr6.0dsi5.e8o6(Bo3)3OH33lto0.68e [C-{ = Cr + Ti + V + Fe] jusqu'} un r6sidu

n lii f .s?, eniiiilisanit it34 rendilons oi;i"*6ei (sdl et il6iurees av& rayonnement MoKcr Les parambtres rdticulaircs sont:

aL5.9l7e),c7.189(l) A,VtSll .Z@)K,nln,Z=3,D(calc)=3.036gcm-3.Nousavonsanalys6 lem0meclistalavecune
microsonde'flecnonique, et ddterdnn6 sa teneur en eau par titration (me]lo& de Karl Fischer). Le fluor est sous 19 seuil de

d6tection; la pr6sencade 3.31 OH au lieu de 4 correspond e un d6ficit important. L'atome H associ6 avec llanion O(3) (= OH)

a 6tE rcfirQ iur la carte de diff$rence Fourier; pax confe; nous ne trouvons aucune densit6 d6lecftons pr0s du site O(1)' en

con"ordaoce avec la faible teneur en OH d6terminde par analyse chimique. Il y a un d6sordre important impliquant Mg et Al

sur les positions I, et ! la proportion de cations i ces positions a €t6 determinde en utilisant les relations connues entre longueuu

moye*" d" liaison et ray6n du cation pr6sent k sitsO(l) contient Oe.6e(OII)0i1. n est importanl de co:nprendre le m&anisme

de iatisfaction des valences de liaison i courte 6chelle autour de 02- e[ OIf dans ce site, Le site O(l) est situ6 sur un axe de

rotation 3, et I'anion O(l) est coordonnd d seulement ftois cations f. Dans les cas o! O(l) est en fait un atome O2-, I'anion est

en liaison avec 2 Al + Mg. Dans les cas of un groupe OH- s'y trouve, I'anion est en liaison avec trois aromes de Mg. Les

longueurs des liaisons individuelles requises poor ass,r."r h iatisfaction complbte des valences de liaison autour de O(l)

atteigoent une moyenne valeur qui coniorde tras bien avec la longueur I-O(1) observde dans ce cristal' ce qui 6taye notre

schdma de distribution des cations' 
crraduit par ra R6daction)

Mo*-cl6s: toumaline, uvite, d6ficit en hydroxylg mise en ordre, ordre I courte &helle, structure cristalline.

{, Depaxtment of Earth sciences, univenity of califomia, Riverside, cdifornra92521, U.S.A.
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InrnonucttoN

The general chemical formula of tourmaline may be
written as X h 26 (StOra) (BOts Wo where X =
NaKCan, r = Li,Mg,Fe2*,Mn2*,A1,pg3*,cf+,v3*,
(ti+),2= Al,Mg,Fe3+,Cf+,V3+, and !V= OH,F,O.

Tourmaline is quite an intractable mineral xo
chemically analyze complelely, as it is commonly
strongly zoned, H, Li and Fe2+6;e3+ cannot be
determined by electon microprobe, and the proportion
of B cannot be established with sufficient accuracy by
the electron microprobe to be usefirl in tourrnaline
studies. This problem of the behavior of light lithophile
elements is of considerable significance formany rock-
forming 6nd important accessory minerals (a.g.,
Hawthorne 1995); tourmaline is no exception. These
difficulties are usually circumvented by making
assumptions conceming the stoichiometry of these'difficult" components. In some cases, other tech-
niques have shown that some of these assumptions
can be valid for tourmaline (e.g., Burns et al. 1994).
However, evidence is accumulating @ovondra 1981,
Povondra & Nov6k 1986, Henry & Dutrow 1990,
Grice & Ercit 1993, Dyar et al. 1994) rhat some of
these stoichiometric assumptions are not of general
validity. It is often assumed that OH + F =
4 apfu (anions per formula uni$, with the concomitant
requirement that both the O(1) and O(3) sites of the
tourmaline structure are occupied by monovalent
anions; however, the analytical work of Povondra
(1980), Povondra & Novdk (1986) and Dyar et al.
(1994) indicates that this assumption is not always
justified. Here, we present structural results on a F-free
OH-deficient uvite crystal and show how the structure
responds to a monovalent-anion content less than the
ideal value of 4 apfu.

TABLE 1. MISCELTANEOUS DATA FOR OH-DEFICIENT UVTTE

a d t
c

15.917.21

7.189{1  }
y tA"t 1577.3t41

Spa6 Group B3m

Crystal sizo -0.20 mm
Total roflsctions 1137

Obs. reflsctions 1134

4(azimuthal)% 1.4- 1.1

A(obs)7o 1.8

wR(obslo/o 2.3
a = :(lF.l-lF.l)nlF.l

wA = [w(lFol-lFol)'zEtF3lt, w = 1/(oF]2

Expmnmmal

Collection of X-ray data

The material used in this study was acquired from a
gem dealer, and is from an unknown location in East
Africa. The crystal used in the collection of the X-ray
intensity data was ground to a sphere (approximately)
and mounted on a Nicolet R3m autamatd, four-circle
diffractometer. Forty reflections were centered using
gtaphite-monochromated MoKcl X-radiation; the
resulting cell dimensions are given in Table 1. A total
of Ll37 symmetry-independent reflections was
measured (3 < 20 < 60'), with index ranges
0 <h< 19,0 < k< L9, -11 < / ( 11, according to the
method described by Bwns et al. (1994). The intensity
data were corrected for absorption (psi-scan method),
Lorentzo polarization and background effects, and
reduced to structure factors. A reflection was
considered observed if its magnitude exceeded that of
five standard deviations above background, based on
counting statistics.

TABLE 2. ATOMIC PAMMETERS FOF OH.DEFICIENT I,V]TE

un us ur ut

x o o 0.8408
v o.o614s(3) 0.93852(3) 0.4269(3)
z o,2612614t O,2S74Sl4t O.4534t21
si 0.18986(3) O.19175(3) 0.06110(2)
B 0.8904(1) 0.1096(1) 0.6113(41
o(1) 0 0 0.2929141
o(2) 0.93968@ 0.06042(7) 0.5795(3)
o(3) o.r3o62tsl 0.86948(8) 0.5538(3)
ot4) 0.906970 0.09303(1 -O.OO87(3)

o(5) 0.09146(7) 0.90854(7) -0.0292(3)

0{6} o.184r7(9) 0.194.:}0(9) 0.2874(6}
o{7) 0.28499(8) 0.28664(9) -0.0137(3)

o(8) 0.26962(9) 0.20499(9) 0.624S(31
H O.r264(14) 0.8736(14) 0.6976(15) 300

187t4t 178(5) 17St5t 204(7t O 0 89(3)

66(3, 48(3) 48(3) 90(4) -18(1) 18(1) 15(3)

68(2) 74t21 73t2t 67t21 1t2l -5121 3712)

56(21 87(21 58(2) 6212t 6(2) 8(2t 2712t

7417) 79(8t 79(8) 58(9) -3(4) 3(4) 36(9)

116(71 129(9) 129(9) 85(14) O O 66(4)

126(81 129(6) 129(61 168(9) 1(31 -1(3) 93(7)

148(6t 154(6) 154{6) 4317t 2(4t -2t4t 8(8)

119(5) 98(6) 98t6' 105(8) 1r(4) -11(4J 6(71

116(61 (6) 94(5) 105(8) 4(3) -4(3) 8(7)

95(5) 114{6) 11S(6} 63(5) 11(4) 20t4) 66(5)

9714t 81(6) 92(5) 86(6) 17t4',' 12t4t 2ot6't

104(5) 99(6) 66(6) 147(61 -6(6) -19(4) 4O(5)

l!: 
t:yf- 

4ff:2U1+ PllU2+ Huo+ 2hbbrJp+ 2htactJr"+ 2ktbcUp)l x 10a lF; Uq is on+third
d rno tra@ ot the onhogonaliz€d Ufl tensor.
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Calculated sits
s@tterlng

Refinemcnt of the crystal stntcture

Scatlering curves for neuEal atoms, together with
anomalous-dispersion corrections, wgre taken from
Cromer & Mann (1968) and Cromer & Liberman
(1970), respectively. The Siemens SHELXTL PLUS
@C version) system of programs was used for this
work.

The sffucture was refined in the space group R3rz
using positional coordinafes of elbaite @trrns et al.
1994). The final cycles of refinement involved all
variable positional pararaeters, anisotropic displace-
ment parametgrs and site-scattering parameters for the

TABLE 3. saEcrED tNTERAToMtc otstlruces (A) aruo
ANGLES (") IN OH.DEFICIENT UV]TE

TABLE 4. REFTNED SITE-SCATTERING VALUES (epto), SITE POPULAIONS
AND CALCULATED SITE.SCATTERING VALUES FOR OH.DEFICIENT WITE

Site sdftoring Sito population

X 13.9  o

Y 37.4 e

0.43 Ca + O.40 Na + o.17 tr

1.7O Ms + l,28Al + 0.02 Cr'

13 .6  €

37.5 e

X-O(2:t x3
X-O(4) x3
x-O(5) x3
<x-o>

r-o(1)
Y-O(2) x2
y-o(3)
Y-O(6) x2

< y-o>

2.511(21
2.784t1l.
2.6e9(71
2.661

't.949121

2.@7(2't
2.111t1)
1.973(21
2.003

otzt-x4(21
ol2l-x-o{41
o{2}-x-o(5)
o(4)-x-o(4)
o(4)-x-o(5)
<o-x-o>

O(1)-Y-o(2) x2
O(1)-Y-O(6) x2
ot2t-Y-ot2l
o(2)-Y-O(3) x2
O(2)-Y-O(6) x2
O(3)-Y-O(6) x2
o(6)-v-o(6)
<o-o>

x3 70.1(1)
x3 71.3(1)
x3 87.1(1)
x3 105.9(1)
x6 __5g9lll_

74.6

z-o(3)
z-ot6l
z-ot7l
z-o(7')
z4$l
z-ol8)
<z-o>

84.1 (1 )
1 00.6(1 )
91 .9 (1 )
98.7(1)
89.3(1)
76.7(11
89.2(1)
90.0

81.2111
s6.3(1 )
96.6(1)
90.o(1)
93.1 (1 )
95.0(1)
91.2(1)
90.4(1)
o E  o l l  I

78.1  (1  )

77 .6( l

o n l

1 02.3(1)
1 1 1.6(1)
1 10.4(1)
1 10.2(1)
1 10.7(1)
1 1 1.3(1)
109.4

120.7111
1 18.5(1)
120.O

2.25(',tl
161.4Q'

Z 78.0 6 5.16 Al + 0.78 Ms + 0.06 Crr 77.8 o

Cr r  =  Cr+T i+V+Fe

X. Y andZ sites. The H-atom $ite was constained to.be
approximately 0.9S A from the O(3) site. Thq final
R index is L.\Vo. Final positional and displacgment
parameters are given in Table 2, selected interatomic
distances and angles are glven in Table 3, and the
refined site-scattering values are gryen in Table 4 in
epfu (elecfrons per formula unit). Structure factors may
be obtained from the Depository of Unpublished Dat4
CISTI" National Research Council, Oitawa Ontario
KlA 0S2.

Chemical arwlysis

The crystal used in the collection of the X-ray
intensity data was mounted in epoxy, gloutrd, polished,
carbon coated and analyzed by elecfron microprobe
witl a CAMECA SX-50 instrument using the
procodure described by Bums et al. (L994).'fhe sample
was powdered and "pre-dried" in a dessicating oven,

TABLE 5. ELECTRON.MICROPROBE DATA' AND
UNIT FORMULA FOB OH.DEFICIENT UVITE

Sio2 37.22 wt % Si 5.998 6,916

At"os 33.85 Al - 0.085

Tio, 0.25

CrrO! 0.33 Al+ 6.000 6.000

VrOs 0.06
FeO O.O2 0.429 0.255

MsO 10.14 rf. O.O30 0.030

CaO 2.49 Cf' O,O42 O.O41

Na2O 1.2A O.O08 0.004

BrOs (10.781++ Fe'z+ 0.003 0.@3

HaO 3.10 Mg 2.437 2.q2

es.62 >v 2.948 2.698

Ca 0.4{10 O.424

Na 0.400 0.394

>x 0.830 0.818

oH 3 .311 '  4

r K, F. Mn, Cu, zn not detectsd
tr ('1): caldatad on tho basle of 31(O.OH};

(2)! calculatod on the besis ol 31(O,OH} with
OH=4 apfu

+ Thig mothod of giving the Al @ntont ie not mssnt
to infor that the z sho is Fmpletely occupiod by Al.

*" @lculated for B-3.0 apfu.

si-o(4)
si-o(5)
si-o(6)
si-o(7)
<si-o>

B-O(2)

B:0(8) x2

<B-O>

o(31-H

1.995(21 0(3)-Z-0(6)
1.901(2) O(3)-z-O(7)
1.908(2) O(31-Z-O(8I
1.952(2) O(3)-Z-O(8')
1.900(2) 0(6)-Z-0(7)
1.926(2t 0(6)-Z-0{8)
1.930 0(6)-2-0(8')

ov't_z_o(7'\
o(7)-z-ot8)
o(7t-z-otg\
o(71-Z-O(8)
O47"t_z_o(8'l
<o-z-o>

'1.628(1). o(4)-si-o(5)
1.643(2t O(4)-Si-O(6)
1.610(3) O(4)_Si_O(7)
1.604(11 .Q(5)-S|-O(6)

1.621 0(6'-Si-O(7)
o(6)-si-o(7)
<o-si-o>

1.375{1) O(2)-B-O(8) xZ
1.374t2t O(8)-B-O(8)
1.374 <O-B-O>

0.97(11 H..O(5)
o(3)-H.€(5)
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and analyzed for H2O (in duplicate) using Kad Fischer
tfuimenry with a Mitsubishi Moisture Meter attached to
a Mitsubishi Waler Vaporizer operating at 1000oC.
Two sample aliquots of 0.0512 and 0.0430 g gave HrO
values of 3.09 and 3.11 fi7o, respectively. Background
moisture introduped during sample exchange was
measured (20 ttg) in a series of blank runs and
subfrac0ed. Titrati6n start and end rates were 0.0L
and 0.03 lrg HzO s-1, respectively, over run times qf
15 minutes. The analytical data are summarized in
Table 5. The sfuctural formula was calculated on the
basiS of 31 anions using the transition-metal valence-
states indicated in Table 5.

DrscussroN

Chernical composition and chernical fortnula

The unit forrnula Clable 5) has a Y-site sum of
2.95 apfu (atoms per formula unit). The scattering
values for the I site calculated from the formula unit
are 36.8 epfu for the Y-cation su'n of 2.948 apfu, and
37.5 epfu if the l-cation sum is normalized to 3.00
apfu. T\e latter value is in better agreement with the
refined value ot37.4 epfu (Table 4), suggesting that the
slightly low Z-site cation sum of 2.498 apfu i\ Tabl0 5
is due to slight analytical inaccuracy. Several other
aspects of.the clemical compo$ition and unit formula
of thls tourmaline warrant discussiono including ,the
OH conlent and the influence of the OH content on
the calculation of,the unit formula.

OH content of the smtcture: A key aspect of this
particular tourmaline crystal is the measured OH
content: 3.3 OH pfu. T\is gives a monovalent anion
content significantly less than the 4 anons pfu conven-
tionally assigned ta mast tourmaline compositions.
This value is supported by the fact that there is no sign
of any elecfron densrty at the position expecled for a
H atom attached to the O(1) anion.

The inflaence of OH content on the calcalation of the
formula unit: H2O is often not determined in tour-
maline, and the unit formula is calculated with the
assumption tlat OH + F = 4 anions pfu. This calcu-
lation is very sensitive to the H2O content; Table 5
compares the results of normalization based on
3l(O,OH,D [formula(l)] and 31(O,OH,D with OH +
F = 4 nnions pfu fformila(Z)]. There is a significant
deficiency in the l-cation sum (-0.30 Z pfu) tor the
OH + F = 4 anions pfu calculxion If the amounts of
all cations in the sEucture hbve'been established by
analysis, such a deficiency in the l-cation'surri is a
good indicator of OH + F being less than 4 antons pfu;
howevero the amounts of Li and B are not norrnally
determined. Bums ar al. (1994) used the Z-cation sum
difference from 3 affita estimats the Li content. These
values were confirmed by the site-scattering refine-

ment, which showed the scattering from the Z site
(n epfu) to correspond exactly to the Y-cation contents
of the unit formulae with Li calculated by difference.
Thus their assumption of OH + F = 4 anions p/a is
correct for the samples they examined. However, it is
not correct for the tourmatrine examined in this work.
We can tlus conclude that Li.cannot be accuralely
estimated by difference un;less H2O has been
delsrnined or theX-ray scattering from the 7 site has
been measured accurately.

Site popul.ations

The refined si0e-scattering values are compatible
with small amounts of transition metals occurring at
the I and Z sites (Table 4). The principal problem to
resolve is the relative ordering of Mg and Al over the
Y anld Z sites. Site-scattering refinement cannot
effectively distinguish between Mg and Al, as they
scatter X rays in a very similar fashion. However, Mg
1t6tv = 0J2 A; snannon tg76) arrd Al (t6lr = 0.535 Aj
are of different size, and this is reflected in the
observed mean bond-lQngths. Hence, using the mean
bond-length - constituent-cation radius curves of
Hawthorne et al.'(1995), the Mg and Al may be
quantitatively assigned lo tb9 Ian! Z sites Clable 4).
Note tlat significant Mg occurs aI the Z site, and
confinns that tle general assumption that Al
completely fills theZsite before occupying the Isite is
not valid (Hawthome et al. 1993, Grice & Ercit 1993).

Electron-microprobe analysis indicates that the
X site is occupied by 0,43Ca + 0.40Na + 0.17f1, in
good agreement with the measured X-ray scattering
at this site. The dominant chemical species at the X site
is Ca the dominant species at the I site is Mg, and
the dominant species at the Z site is Al; hence this
tourmaline is a uvite.

Incal bond-valence requirements at the O(1) anion

The bond-valence arangement in this crystal of
uvite is shown in Table 6; note that both H sites are
included in the table, even though only H(3) is
occupied. The O(2), O(4), O(5), 0(6), O(7) and O(8)
anions are all oxygen atoms, and the sums of the bond-
valences incident at these nni61s 619 all close to the
ideal value of2 va (valence units). The O(3) anion is an
OH group, and the sum of the bond-valences incident
from the Y atdZ cations is 1.145 va.T\e H(3) atom
associated witl O(3) forms a weak H-bond to the
O(5) anion; the D(donorFH and H...A(acceptor) bond-
valences were thus assigned (Table 6). The resulting
sum of the incideirt bond-valences around the
O(3) oxygnn adion is 2.045 vu, close to the ideal value
of 2 vu. The O(1) anion is bonded to three I cations
(Fig. 1), and in the sample of uvite examined here, the
resulting sum of the incident bond-valences is 1,.365 vu
(Iable 6). Normally, this would lead one to assign the
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TABLE 7. BONDVAITNCE TAEIT FOR F.BEAFING WITE'

H(1) t-(3) : H(11 H(31 :

o l1)

ot2\
o(3)

o(4)
o(51

o(6,
o(7)

o(8)

0.465.-

0.1ss€r 0.4O1'r-

0.323 0.411'-

0.096,r

0.1 13,r

o.4{r2,r 0.506

o.2s1a-

O.248at O37f t-

0.3t4 0.41A'-

0,1266i

0.149r,

0.393'1 0,633

0.984s-

0.946,-

1.O32

1.049

0,960,-

o.s12a-

1.063

1.041

0.973

2,024

2.052

2.063

2.O73

1.994

1.986

'1.365

1.970

0.90 2.046
2.063

0.10  2 .106
't.970

l.gsa

on)
o{21

o{31
o{4)

otsl

o(0)

o(7)

o(8)

o . 1 0

o.46
0.608

0.481

0.498
o.462

0.507 O.991'1

1 , 1 0  t 2.444 2.863 4.011 3.033 1.566 2.136 2.9@ 3.S86 3.018 1.O0

. pmmderc from grom (19811

O(1) anion as an OH group in which the H atom forms
a strong H bond to another anion in the structure; thus
there would be an entry at the position marked by an
asterisk in Table 6, such th4t the srn of the incident
bond"valences at O(1) was -2 yr. However, such:on
assignment requires (OtI)a in ttre structure, which is
inconsistent with the measured content of (OtI)3..
Gablg  ). The H(3) atom was easily delec0ed in a
differi:nce-Fourier map, whereas H(1) was not,
indicating that the H(3) position is occupied [i.e., O(3)
= OIII and tle H(1) position conesponds to Es.7Ho.,
[i.e., O(1) = o21. This presents an added complexity
with respect to local bond-valence requirements of the
O(l) position in this particular uvite.

FIc. l.,Oblique view of the coordination of the O(1) site il
toufmaline, Z-axis verticrl. The O(1) atom (circle with
random-dot shading) is bonded to thee 7 cations (high-
Iighted circles), and the H(l) atom is shown by the small
cross-hatched circle; the H(l) site is predominantly vacant
in the uvite crvstal refined here.

' dila trom T72 of MocDonald & lla*hom€ (1996), bond-wlon€ pahmsi66 ttom
BroM {1981)

Table 7 shows the bond-valence arrangement in a
crystal of F-bearing uvite in which O(1) = 5
(MacDonald & Hawthorne 1995). All bond-valence
surns are close to their ideal values. The sum around
the O(1) nniono calculated using the curves for
(Mg,Cr...)-F of Brown (1981), is somewhat lower than
the ideal value of L vu, bvt is compatible with
occupancy of O(1) by F, as indicated by the structure
refinement. Grice & Ercit (1993) suggested that the
variation in incident bond-valence at O(1) reflects
variation in OL = F substitution at thi$ sife, with 02-
+ OH- and F = OH- substitutions being of lesser
imFortance. If this proposal were sorrect, the valence-
sum rule (Brown L992, Hawthorne 1992, 1994)
predicts that the incident bond-valence at O(1) should
correspond to the aggregate charge of the anibns at
O(1). For the uvit,q,crystal de.scribed in Table 6, this,is
not the qase; the aggegate charge at O(1) is 1.69-,
which is not in accord with the incident bond-valence
sum of 1.37 va.T\e sum ofthe incident bond-valences
around O(1) is a long-range (averaged) quantity. The
bond-valence rule must be satisfied locally (i.e., short'
range) as well as in aggregate (1e., long-range), and it
is here that another problem arises with this model. If
the O(1) site is occupied by bbth monov.alent (F, OHJ
and divalent (O2J anions, the local configurations
involving F- and OH- musthave incidentbond-valence
sirms close to 1. vuo and the local configurations
involving Q2- must have incident bond-valence sums
clese:to 2 va. As the O(1) anion is bonded only to three
Y bations (Table 6, Fig. 1), such local arftugements
must involve short-range order of the I cations.

Short-range order arounl O(1)

For the crystal of uvite exarnined here, the I site is
ioccr{pied by 1il0 Mg + 1.30 Al* (=Al+Cf+,) apfu,
and hence therd is potential for short-range ordering of
Mg and Al, with such local configurations as 3Y =
Al-A1-Al, Al-Al-Mg, Al-Mg-Mg and Mg-Mg-Mg.
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The sum of the short-range configurations over the
crystal must give the (ong-range) site populations.
Hence the local configurations around O(1) must sum
to the I site-population of 1.70Mg + 1.3041*. We
cannot uniquely decompose tle observed Y site-
population into local configurations. However, we note
that the Y site-population is compatible vrith the local
arangements 3I= Al-Al-Mg and Mg-Mg-Mg in the
ratio 0.65:0.35. Moreover, this closely matches
the O2-:OH ratio of 0.69:0.31 ar rhe O(1) site. This
suggests that O(1) = 02- is locally associated with
3Y = Al-AFMg, and O(1) : 02- is locally associated
with 3I= Mg-Mg-Mg. Can tlrese local arrangements
provide the necessary incident bond-valence at the
associated anions? The arrangement QIg-Mg-Mg)
-OH with a Y-O(l) bond-length of 2.096 A would give
an incident bond-valence sum of 1.00 vu at the O(1)
anion. The arrangement (Al-Al-Mgp with bond
valences of Al-O(1) = 0,73 vu (=L.745 A) and
Mg-o(l) = 0.54 vu (=1.873 A) give an incident bond-
valence sum of 2.OO vu at O(l) and a <I-O(1)>
d:istance of 1.788 A for the Al-Al-Mg configuration.
Thus the local configupations Al-Al-Mg and
Mg-Mg-Mg can accommodate the short-range bond-
valence rgquirements of 02- and OH-, respectively, at
the O(1) site. The calculated <y-O> distance, summed
over all the short-range-ordered configurations in the
crystal, is 1.788 x 0.65 + 2.096 x 0.35 = 1.942 A.
The observed f-O(l) distance in this uvite is 1.949 A
(Table 3), in excellent agreement with these calcu-
lations,

We are now in a better position to examine the
relationship between the bond-valence sum at O(1) and
the aggregate formal charge of the anions occupying
this position. For this crystal of uvite, the aggregate
charge at O(1) is 1.69-, and the incident bond-valencp
is 1.365 va, a significant difference. However, the
calculations given above show that the short-range-
ordered configurations consistent witl the observed
site-populations at the 7 site can give an incident bond-
valence sum at O(1) in accord with the observed
aggregate formal charge and site-population at O(L):
1.65 va versus I.6T and O(l) = 0.6902- + 0.31(Olt).
The grand <y-O(l)> distance for these configurafions
is L.942 4,, which, if used for bond-valence calculation,
would give an insident bond-yalence sum at O(1) of
L.39 va, similar to the value in Table 6. The difference
in the two values, 1.65 vtt versus 1.39 vu. arises from
the fact that the bond-valence curves are concave
(Brown & Shannon L973) and an averaged bond=length
does not give an averaged bond-valence. Usually; this
is not a significant issue; however, in the present case,
there is a large difference between the shortest Al-O
bond-length and the longest Mg-O bond-length, and
this nonlinear effect becomes sign:ificant. Henoe it
r"sms unlikely that the method of estimating the OH
content of tourmaline suggested by Grice &,Ercit
(1993) will give accurate results, although it may be

possible to modify this approach to take into account
this nonlinear bond-valence effect.

CoNcLUsioNs

l. In OH(+D-deficient tburmaliire, the assumption of
OH + F = 4 anrons pfu can produce extensive apparent
vacancies at the I site.
2. There is considerable Mg-Al disorder over the I
and Z sites in this crystal of OH-deficient uvite.
3. The site population of the O(1) site is
olo.os(orD o.rr.
4. Where O(l) = O2-, local bond-valence
can be satisfied by bonding to 2N (Y42- = 1.745 L)
and Mg (Y42- = 1.873 A), giving a bond-valence sum
of.2,0 vu incident at O(1) = Oz-.
5. Where O(1) = OH, local bond-valence requirements
can be satisfied by bonding to 3 Mg (I-OH - 2,096 L),
giving a bond-valence sum of 1.0 va incident at O(1).
6. The grand <I-O(1)>,distance, averaged over all
the local configurations in this crystal,1s L.942 A,
in exce]lent agreement with the observed value of
1.949 A, supporting the proposed $cheme of short-
range order proposed here.
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